In vivo priming of HIV-specific CTLs determines selective cross-reactive immune responses against poorly immunogenic HIV-natural variants.
Degeneracy of the TCR repertoire might allow for cross-recognition of epitope variants. However, it is unclear how the first encounter with HIV Ags determines recognition of emerging epitope variants. This question remains crucial in the choice of HIV vaccine sequences given the virus variability. In this study, we individualized nine natural mutations within an HIV-Nef(180-189) epitope selected from several HIV-infected individuals. These variants of Nef(180-189) sequence display slightly different HLA-A2 binding capacities and stabilities and we have shown that only two induced a strong CTL response in vivo in HLA-A2 transgenic mice after a single injection. We demonstrated that priming with these two immunogenic variants generated a specific pattern of cross-reactive CTL repertoire directed against poorly immunogenic peptides. Thus, the range of peptide variants recognized by HIV-specific CTL depends upon the Ag encountered during primary immunization of CD8 lymphocytes. These data have practical implications in the development of cross-reactive vaccines against HIV.